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no ordinary floors

Find the floor 
that fits your  

personality

LAMINATE COLLECTION 2019
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Find a dealer on balterio.com
Traditions - 61013 Truffle Pine
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no ordinary floors

We make extraordinary floors for people who expect more,  
people who do not seek the ordinary, but look for added value, 
and want to see their personality and lifestyle reflected in a floor.

Discover our no ordinary LAMINATE FLOORS collection

Find the floor 
that fits your  

personality



Unbeatable 
quality

MADE IN BELGIUM
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All Balterio laminate is minimum 
AC4 class 32, suitable for heavy 
residential and medium commercial 
use.  The Traditions collection even 
has an extremely wear resistant 
Scratch Protect top layer. 

Balterio meets your – no ordinary – 
expectations: our floors are designed 
and developed in line with current 
trends and completely created with 
you in mind, ranging from waterproof 
surface 9 mm to contemporary 8 mm 
and budget friendly 7 mm collections.

 OUTSTANDING QUALITY

You expect a floor that will last, that’s exactly 
what you get: the best price-quality ratio 
and long-lasting warranties. A Balterio floor 
is strong and stable. It is wear, scratch 
and impact resistant. And compatible with 
underfloor heating and cooling. 

LONG-LASTING WARRANTIES
 

You don’t need to worry about durability 
at all: our floors come with a residential 
warranty up to 25 years, a Fortissimo floor 
even with a lifetime warranty (limited to 33 
years). On our waterproof surface floors we 
offer a wet warranty* up to 10 years.

WE PRODUCE RESPONSIBLY

Balterio is friends with the environment.  
Our laminate floors carry the PEFC label 
and European Ecolabel: your guarantee of 
responsible forestry management, a durable 
quality product and sustainable production 
process. 

*more info on balterio.com

EN13329 - EN15468

AC4
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We keep it real

Each plank is 
unique, just as  
it is in nature 
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Balterio is so close to real wood, the 
planks are hardly distinguishable from 
parquet. Our laminate collection exudes 
unprecedented contrast and depth. 
Every grain, every knot looks lifelike.

Warm and vivid wood 
decors with intense  

colours, richly detailed 
and full of character.

NATURAL VARIETY

Flooring built up with the exact same 
planks screams fake. That’s why  
we invest in natural variety. The 
different decors in our premium 
9 mm collections consist of minimum 
20 different planks, each with their 
own wood pattern, so there’s hardly 
repetition in a floor.

 INSPIRED BY NATURE

Discover vivid decors with intense 
colours from light to dark, from 
beautiful pines and traditional oaks 
to exotic woods, from soft grains to 
pronounced knots, from refined to 
rustic, from oiled to chalked… 
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Variation in texture 
on multiple levels 
makes it more real

A truly  
authentic feel

Traditions - 61012 Royal Oak
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Balterio floors feel truly genuine too. 
They have the vivid cracks and knots you 
expect from authentic wood. It is in our 
genes to take nature’s realism to the next 
level. We reproduce wood and give it a 
realistic texture improved by technology. 

TRUE TO NATURE TEXTURES

Balterio floors have a true-to-nature 
touch: the embossing process 
accentuates the natural wood grains  
and knots with variations in depth and 
gloss on multiple levels. We are happy 
to explain the little differences in texture, 
but to be honest, you just have to see 
and feel it in real life. 

NATURAL V-GROOVES

V-grooves on the sides of the planks 
ensure that refined parquet look. In the 
waterproof surface 9 mm collections, 
the grooves are milled in the top lacquer 
layer (Grande) (1) or pressed in the top 
of the plank on all four sides (Traditions) 
(2). In both cases, the wood pattern runs 
naturally into the bevel, and the core is 
better protected against moisture.

(1)  (2)

DID YOU KNOW?
There’s a practical benefit to textured laminate: a textured floor not only looks and feels authentic, it is a lot 
more forgiving than smooth surfaces to the hazards of everyday life, such as kids or pets playing around. 



Premium  
value features

Size really  
does make  
a difference
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There’s more to our floors than meets 
the eyes: we develop strong features 
and functionalities that might go 
unnoticed at first glance, but definitely 
add premium value. And that’s how  
we make a difference. 

NARROW | STANDARD | WIDE | 
LONG & NARROW | LONG & WIDEDIFFERENT PLANK SIZES

Balterio stands out from the crowd with 
unique plank sizes. Literally, with long planks 
in the Grande collection. If you prefer narrow 
planks, you can opt for Stretto. For wide 
ones, you’re better off with the Impressio 
collection. Of course, there is also a wide 
range of standard planks.

UNIQUE TECHNIQUES
 

Looking for an extraordinary floor? 
Impressio planks have a Panoramic design: 
the pattern of the wood runs optically from 
one plank to the next, giving the impression 
that the planks are endlessly long.

ANTI-STATIC FLOORS

Most Balterio floors receive a permanent 
anti-static treatment*, so static electricity 
charges cannot accumulate anymore, even 
in dry climate conditions. Anti-static surfaces 
are easier to clean as dirt and dust adhere 
less to the floor. 

*more info on balterio.com
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Perfectly suitable for  
every space in your home, 
even the bathroom

100% waterproof 
surface
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DISCOVER THE MATCHING ACCESSORIES 
FOR HYDROSHIELD FLOORS

The skirting (scotia) and profiles matching the 
waterproof surface 9 mm collections are treated with 
a special coating to help prevent the accessories from 
swelling due to water. To guarantee a waterproof 
surface finish in a bathroom, always use the Balterio 
WaterShield kit. See p. 57

 

Discover our waterproof 
surface 9 mm 
collections Grande  
and Traditions
See p. 16

Our 9 mm collections have a 
waterproof surface. The HydroShield 
protection technology and renowned 
click systems prevent water or other 
liquids from seeping into the joints, 
making Grande and Traditions 
perfectly suitable for every space in 
your home, from living areas and 
bedrooms to kitchens and bathrooms. 

100% WATERPROOF SURFACE

Are you always the one who spills a 
drink? Or accidentally knocks over the 
bucket of water? Our 9 mm collections 
can handle you. Now if you would spill 
something on the floor, just relax, no 
harm is done and cleaning is a breeze. 
We stand by our waterproof surface 
promise, so we gladly offer you a  
wet warranty* on Grande and  
Traditions collections. 

*more info on balterio.com

HYDROSHIELD PROTECTION

Thanks to the HydroShield protection,  
your laminate floor is resistant to water for 
up to 24 hours*. HydroShield combines a 
tight and water repellent click system with 
natural looking V-grooves: no water can 
seep into the click joints. It’s the perfect 
solution for kitchens and bathrooms.  
The HydroShield collections are  
indicated with a water drop.
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Traditions - 61003 Topaz Oak
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Balterio is by 
your side from 
preparation till 

perfect finish 
with quality 
accessories: 

start smart with 
sound absorbing 

underlays and 
finish strong with 

matching scotia 
and profiles. 

Choose the right underlay. See p. 5 4
Choose your matching accessories. See p. 56

TRUE MATCHING ACCESSORIES

Even the accessories are true to nature:  
the colour and print variations in the original 
Balterio skirting (scotia) and profiles are 
exactly the same as in Balterio laminate 
floors.

NEW SCOTIA AND PROFILES
 

The waterproof surface 9 mm collections 
Grande and Traditions have new laminated 
skirting (scotia) and profiles: still matching 
the different decors but stronger and better 
protected. We’re taking quality to a higher 
level. The new finishing accessories are now 
wear and scratch resistant, making them 
more durable.

BETTER MOISTURE PROTECTION

The skirting (scotia) and profiles matching 
the water proof surface 9 mm collections 
are treated with a special coating to help 
prevent the accessories from swelling due 
to water. To guarantee a waterproof surface 
finish in a bathroom, always use the Balterio 
WaterShield kit.
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Grande

Traditions

Fortissimo is the strongest, most 
durable collection in the Balterio  
range – guaranteed.

Fortissimo

Discover the strong  
12 mm collection

Discover the  
waterproof surface 
9 mm collection

Start smart with the right underlay. See p. 54
Finish strong with matching scotia. See p. 57

Looking good and performing even better, 
that’s what the 9 mm collections are all 
about. Grande and Traditions – Balterio’s 
finest – have both a waterproof surface 
thanks to HydroShield technology, 
making them perfectly suitable for every 
space in your home, even the bathroom.

P. 26

P. 20

P. 18
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no ordinary floors

Find the floor 
that fits your  

personality
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Fortissimo

The floor  
for more

60135 Fuji Oak
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60136 Himalaya Oak

60138 Kilimanjaro Oak

60139 Etna Oak

60135 Fuji Oak

Fortissimo
What’s in the name: Fortissimo is the strongest, most 
durable collection in the Balterio range – guaranteed.  
Or what did you expect from a 12 mm laminate floor?  
A Fortissimo floor not only is strong as oak, it has the 
appearance of natural oak too. The perfect floor for 
heavy-duty living.

✓ True to nature
✓ 4-sided micro v-groove

12 mm, standard planks
1257 X 190,5 MM | 49.4882 X 7.5000 INCH | 4.1240 X 0.6250 FT  
6 PLANKS/PACK | 1,4368 M² | 15.4656 FT²
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Grande

64083 Seashell Oak

A grand floor 
inspired by nature

2050 MM

2050 MM

240 MM
167 MM
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✓

9 mm, long planks 
Grande long & wide 2050 X 240 MM | 80.7087 X 9.4500 INCH | 6.7257 X 0.7874 FT
 6 PLANKS/PACK | 2,9520 M² | 31.7750 FT²
Grande long & narrow 2050 X 167 MM | 80.7087 X 6.5700 INCH | 6.7257 X 0.5480 FT
 6 PLANKS/PACK | 2,0541 M² | 22.1101 FT²

✓ MIX wide & Narrow planks 
✓ real wood sensation
✓ Natural variety
✓ 4-sided parquet bevel 
✓ Hydroshield waterproof surface

Grande is available in ‘big’ long and wide planks, and in 
‘gracious’ long and narrow planks. Two decors have both:  
mix them for a floor that’s indistinguishable from parquet.

64083 Seashell Oak Narrow & wide64082 Linnen Oak  Narrow & wide 

The next 
big thing 
Grande
What makes Grande grand? Extra long 
planks for sure. Different widths. But Grande 
is also digitally enhanced: laminate has 
never been so realistic. The collection exudes 
contrast and depth, and there’s more natural 
variation in patterns and planks. Did we 
already mention it has a waterproof surface? 
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Grande
64093 Venn Oak
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✓

64093 Venn Oak Wide

64094 Bourbon Oak Wide

64095 Classic Oak Wide

64092 Sienna Oak Wide

64083 Seashell Oak Wide

64091 Citadelle Oak Wide

64090 Bright Oak Wide

64082 Linnen Oak  Wide

Grande, waterproof surface 

Thanks to the milled grooves in the top lacquer layer, 
HydroShield protection on the sides and the strong and 
reliable click system, Grande easily stands up to water 
spills, making it the ideal laminate floor for installing in 
kitchens and bathrooms. 

9 mm, long & wide planks

✓ real wood sensation 
✓ Natural variety 
✓ 4-sided parquet bevel
✓ hydroshield waterproof surface

2050 X 240 MM | 80.7087 X 9.4500 INCH | 6.7257 X 0.7874 FT
6 PLANKS/PACK | 2,9520 M² | 31.7750 FT²

HydroShield combines a tight and 
water repellent click system with 
natural looking V-grooves: no water 
can seep into the click joints. It's the 
perfect solution for kitchens and 
bathrooms. 
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Grande

4-SIDED PARQUET BEVEL 
The grooves are made in the lacquer layer, 

so the wood pattern runs naturally 
 into the bevel, just like parquet. 

64083 Seashell Oak
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✓

64087 Skyline Oak Narrow

64088 Spring Oak Narrow

64089 Modern Walnut Narrow

64086 Scaffold Wood Narrow

64083 Seashell Oak Narrow

64085 Steel Oak Narrow

64084 Bellefosse Oak Narrow

64082 Linnen Oak Narrow

Grande, great comfort

From natural variation to a real wood sensation. 
Each plank is unique, so there’s hardly repetition 
in a floor of 10 square metres. The matt lacquered 
surface brings vivid realism to the floor and feels 
comfortably warm underfoot. 

2050 X 167 MM | 80.7087 X 6.5700 INCH | 6.7257 X 0.5480 FT
6 PLANKS/PACK | 2,0541 M² | 22.1101 FT²

FINISH STRONG WITH MATCHING ACCESSORIES  The skirting (scotia) and profiles matching the 9 mm collections are 
treated with a special coating to prevent the accessories from swelling due to water. See p. 57

9 mm, long & narrow planks

✓ real wood sensation 
✓ Natural variety 
✓ 4-sided parquet bevel
✓ hydroshield waterproof surface  
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TRADITIONS
new
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Traditions has everything to 
become an instant classic in the 
Balterio range and in your interior 

61006 Forest Oak
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Traditions

So close to 
real wood

61001 Opal Oak
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It’s time for 
new Traditions
Traditions
Beautiful wood design, full of character: several 
traditional oaks from elegant to rustic and exotic woods 
with a wonderful realistic look and feel. A Traditions floor 
is what you call a natural beauty, even in a kitchen and 
bathroom, as the planks have a waterproof surface.  
And what’s more: it’s stronger than ever.

✓ true to nature 
✓ Natural variety
✓ 4-sided natural V-groove 
✓ scratch protect 
✓ Hydroshield waterproof surface

9 mm, standard planks
1380 X 190 MM | 54.3306 X 7.4803 INCH | 4.5276 X 0.6234 FT 
6 PLANKS/PACK | 1,5732 M² | 16.9338 FT²

MATCHING ACCESSORIES

The skirting (scotia) and 
profiles matching the 9 mm 
collections are treated with 
a special coating to help 
prevent the accessories  
from swelling due to water. 

See p. 57

EXTREMELY SCRATCH RESISTANT

A Traditions floor is extremely scratch 
resistant: the top layer with patented 
Scratch Protect technology offers  
the best possible protection against  
micro scratches. 

100% WATERPROOF SURFACE 

HydroShield combines a tight and  
water repellent click system with natural 
looking V-grooves. HydroShield laminate 
floors have a waterproof surface, so 
they can be installed everywhere in your 
house, including kitchens and bathrooms. 
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Traditions

4-SIDED NATURAL V-GROOVE
No straight running grooves. Traditions is all about 

natural irregularity: rough-cut bevels create the 
optical effect of a slightly open joint, even though 

the planks fit perfectly. The wood pattern runs into 
the bevel, enhancing the look of natural parquet. 

61009 Castello Oak
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61005 Dune Oak 

61006 Forest Oak

61007 Loft Grey Oak

61004 Sonora Oak 

61001 Opal Oak

61003 Topaz Oak

61002 Moonstone Oak

61000 Diamond Oak 

Traditions, perfectly imperfect
Nature’s perfectly imperfect. And the Traditions collection is 
harvested from nature. A Traditions floor not only varies in 
planks and wood patterns, it also has a wide variety of depth 
textures and gloss finishes. Traditions is so close to real wood, 
you can’t tell the difference.

✓ true to nature 
✓ Natural variety
✓ 4-sided natural V-groove
✓ Scratch Protect
✓ hydroshield waterproof surface

9 mm, standard planks

Variation in texture and gloss on multiple levels makes it more real 
The embossing process accentuates natural wood grains, cracks and (dead or living) knots on multiple levels. Wire brushing 
opens up the grains, while the different textures and gloss levels, from ultra-matt to silky, highlight the cracks in depth and 
knots on top. It’s safe to say laminate has never been more realistic. 

1380 X 190 MM | 54.3306 X 7.4803 INCH | 4.5276 X 0.6234 FT 
6 PLANKS/PACK | 1,5732 M² | 16.9338 FT²
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Traditions

61010 Victorian Oak
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61013 Truffle Pine

61014 Hobart Oak

61015 Peruvian Walnut

61012 Royal Oak

61009 Castello Oak

61011 Noble Oak

61010 Victorian Oak 

61008 Industrial Brown Oak

Traditions,  
waterproof surface

You want this natural beauty in your bathroom?  
Of course you do. And rightly so. A Traditions floor 
easily stands up to water spills thanks to HydroShield 
protection on the sides and the strong and reliable  
click system. 

✓ true to nature 
✓ Natural variety
✓ 4-sided natural V-groove
✓ Scratch Protect
✓ hydroshield waterproof surface

9 mm, standard planks
1380 X 190 MM | 54.3306 X 7.4803 INCH | 4.5276 X 0.6234 FT 
6 PLANKS/PACK | 1,5732 M² | 16.9338 FT²

HydroShield combines a tight and 
water repellent click system with 
natural looking V-grooves: no water 
can seep into the click joints. It's the 
perfect solution for kitchens and 
bathrooms. 
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Magnitude

Impressio

Quattro Vintage

Xperience4plus

Xpressions

Quattro Eight

Stretto

P. 36

P. 38

P. 40

P. 42

P. 44

P. 46

P. 48

Start smart with the right underlay. See p. 54
Finish strong with matching accessories. See p. 56

Discover the  
contemporary  
8 mm collection

Are you in for something special? 
The 8 mm collections all have 
contemporary – sometimes even 
daring – designs and unique features. 
Some of them have different plank 
widths: wide or narrow. But one by 
one, they are beautiful. 
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no ordinary floors

Find the floor 
that fits your  

personality
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Impressio

With Panoramic design, the pattern of 
the wood runs optically from one plank 

to the next, giving the impression that 
the planks are endlessly long. 

Endless 
beauty

60185 Arctic Floorboard
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60185 Arctic Floorboard

60188 Charcoal Floorboard

60917 Savannah Oak

60106 Garda Oak

Impressio
Impressio is a unique collection featuring rugged oaks  
and refined pines on wide laminate planks. Two-sided 
V-grooves and the Panoramic design give the impression 
that the planks are endlessly long. Now that’s what  
you call impressive. 

✓ True to nature
✓ panoramic design
✓ 2-sided v-groove

8 mm, wide planks
1261 X 244 MM | 49.6456 X 9.6063 INCH | 4.1371 X 0.8005 FT
8 PLANKS/PACK | 2,4615 M² | 26.4951 FT²
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Xpressions
64099 Piano

Made to 
make a 
statement
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64099 Piano 

64100 Milk Shake

64096 Mixed

64098 Domino

Always install an 
Xpressions floor in a 

random pattern: after all, 
the aim is not to have the 

patterns on the various 
planks matching.

8 mm, standard planks

✓ MatT sand grain structure
✓ flat, no V-groove

With Xpressions, you are certain to stand out from the 
crowd. Whether you pick a floor with a classic herringbone, 
checked pattern or contrasting geometric forms, Xpressions 
finds a home in a wide range of different settings, from 
the most austere to the very classic. It’s a truly unique 
collection for those who dare. Do you? 

Xpressions

1261 X 190,5 MM | 49.6456 X 7.5000 INCH | 4.1371 X 0.6250 FT
9 PLANKS/PACK | 2,1620 M2 | 23.2714 FT2
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Magnitude

The exclusive Chromezone technology 
enhances the true-to-nature touch by 

giving the wood grains a vivid and 
radiant lustre on a matt surface.

Matt and shiny  
wood grains

60580 Blackfired Oak
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60581 Superior Oak60579 Off-White Oak

60580 Blackfired Oak 60557 Titanium Oak

Make your mark with Magnitude. A Magnitude floor is pure 
luxury in your interior. The matt-shiny laminate not only 
looks like a real oak floor, it feels like one too. The original 
Chromezone technology guarantees a true-to-nature look 
and feel, creating a sense of depth in every room. 

Magnitude

8 mm, standard planks

✓ True to nature 
✓ chromezone (matt & shiny)
✓ 4-sided micro v-groove 

1257 X 190,5 MM | 49.4881 X 7.5000 INCH | 4.1240 X 0.6250 FT
9 PLANKS/PACK | 2,1551 M2 | 23.1976 FT2
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Quattro Vintage

60919 Golden Chestnut

Striking  
knots & small 
imperfections

3D wood effect 
emphasises the natural 

depth of the wood grains 
varying in gloss level from 

matt to satin and silk. 
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60918 Gunsmoke Chestnut

60919 Golden Chestnut  60908 Lipica Oak

60913 Macadamia Oak60796 Sandstorm Oak

60907 Sherlock Oak

Striking knots and small imperfections give Quattro 
Vintage that aged vintage look you’re looking for. The gentle 
tones and ever-changing play of light and shade make 
your interior feel totally retro. Needless to say, the Quattro 
Vintage collection is full of character. Just like you. 

Quattro Vintage

✓ TRUE TO NATURE 
✓ 3D wood effect 
✓ 4-sided micro v-groove

8 mm, standard planks
1257 X 190,5 MM | 49.4881 X 7.5000 INCH | 4.1240 X 0.6250 FT 
9 PLANKS/PACK | 2,1551 M2 | 23.1976 FT²
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Xperience4plus

The ultimate 
matt wood  
experience 

60055 Pebble Elm

3D wood effect 
emphasises the natural 

depth of the wood grains 
varying in gloss level from 

matt to satin and silk. 
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60755 Butterscotch Elm

60058 Bagheera Elm

60055 Pebble Elm

60039 Magnolia Elm

Natural wood is matt. Xperience4plus brings that matt 
look into both classic and modern interiors. This playful 
collection shows contemporary, more daring wood 
decors with a beautifully oiled finish – the special ones 
so to speak.

Xperience4plus

✓ Matt look, oiled finish 

✓ true to nature
✓ 3D wood effect
✓ 4-sided micro v-groove

8 mm, standard planks
1257 X 190,5 MM | 49.4881 X 7.5000 INCH | 4.1240 X 0.6250 FT
9 PLANKS/PACK | 2,1551 M² | 23.1976 FT²
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Quattro Eight

An instant classic 
in your home

60750 Abbey Oak
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60750 Abbey Oak - A  

60751 Fossil Oak - A

60692 Imperial Oak - A

60538 Imperial Teak - A

60636 Oak Barrique - A 

60505 Loft White - B

✓ true to nature (A)
✓ soft touch mat (B)
✓ 4-sided v-groove

Quattro Eight combines style, tradition and budget in one 
beautiful collection. A Quattro Eight floor is a great quality 
solution in every interior, for a reasonable price. It is what it 
is: an instant classic in your home. No need to say more.

Quattro Eight

8 mm, standard planks
1261 X 190,5 MM | 49.6457 X 7.5000 INCH | 4.1371 X 0.6250 FT
9 PLANKS/PACK | 2,1551 M² | 23.2716 FT²
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Stretto

Pure  
refinement

60516 Black Walnut
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60706 Barley Oak - A

60963 Sepia Oak - B60516 Black Walnut - A

60119 Sherman Oak - B

Stretto is something unique. Certainly in terms of the 
format. With its narrow planks – a mere 134 mm wide 
– you create openness in a room. And your floor will be 
virtually indistinguishable from a solid wooden one. The 
micro V-grooves enhance the effect even more. Pure 
refinement. Pure style. 

Stretto

✓ True to nature (A)
✓ soft touch mat (B)
✓ 4-sided micro v-groove

8 mm, narrow planks
1257 X 134 MM | 49.4881 X 5.2756 INCH | 4.1240 X 0.4396 FT
12 PLANKS/PACK | 2,0213 M² | 21.7566 FT² 
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Dolce Vita P. 52

Discover the  
budget friendly  
7 mm collection

In the 7 mm collection you’ll find 
trendy laminate design at a very 
reasonably price – still great quality 
though. These budget friendly 
collection is the perfect solution  
for starters. 

Start smart with the right underlay. See p. 54
Finish strong with matching accessories. See p. 56
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no ordinary floors

Find the floor 
that fits your  

personality
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Dolce Vita

Easy living

60748 Burlington Oak
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60018 Barrel Oak 60748 Burlington Oak

60166 Milk 60749 Old Grey Oak

✓ Trendy decors for everyone
✓ true to nature 
✓ 4-sided micro v-groove

Dolce Vita
 
Looking for an attractive floor at an even more attractive 
price? Live the good life with Dolce Vita, a trendy collection 
with fashionable decors for every budget. Either way, a 
Dolce Vita floor in your home is – in one word – sweet. 

7 mm, standard planks
1200 X 190 MM | 47.2440 X 7.4803 INCH | 3.937 X 0.6234 FT
8 PLANKS/PACK | 1,8240 M2 | 19.6334 FT²
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Start smart 
with sound 
absorbing 
underlays
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BOOST PLUS

Entry-level underlay with great 
price-quality ratio and good 
transmission sound reduction.

✓ good transmission sound reduction 

SILENT WALK

Premium quality underlay 
for maximum reduction of 
reflected walking sound.  
Silent Walk is also perfectly 
suitable for underfloor  
heating and cooling. 

✓ best walking sound reduction 

VERSA SOUND

Versatile underlay that 
reduces walking sound and 
transmission sound, making 
it the perfect solution for 
second-floor bedrooms and 
apartments. 

✓ best transmission sound reduction 

  BOOST PLUS VERSA SOUND SILENT WALK

Reduces walking sound - 1 0% -1 5% -27%

Reduces transmission sound - 1 8 dB -1 9dB -17dB

Thickness
 Surface

2 mm / 0.079 inch

 15 m2 / 161.46 ft2 

2 mm / 0.079 inch

 15 m2 / 161.46 ft2 

2 mm / 0.079 inch

 7 m2 / 75.35 ft2

Subfloor levelling ✓ ✓ ✓

Damp proof ✓ ✓ ✓

Underfloor heating ✓ ✓ ✓

Underfloor cooling - - ✓

Great results begin with good preparation. 
A Balterio underlay is indispensable before 
installing a laminate floor. It levels subfloor 
irregularities, functions as a damp screen 
and has a sound-insulating effect. 

Choose the right underlay for absorbing walking and transmission sound. 
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A Balterio floor is not truly complete  
unless you use the right accessories.  
Add the matching profiles and  
scotia to produce a really  
good-looking and dependable result.
There are quality accessories for 7 and 8 mm collections and 
new laminated accessories for waterproof surface 9 mm collections. 

Finish strong with  
100% decor matching  
accessories

The colour and print 
variations in the 
original Balterio 
scotia and profile 
are exactly the 
same as in Balterio 
laminate.

MATCHING ACCESSORIES FOR 7-8 MM COLLECTIONS

Scotia  
2400 X 19 X 19 MM
94.49 X 0.75 X 0.75 INCH 

1. Adaptor profile 
1850 X 43,7 X 12,5 MM
72.83 X 1.72 X 0.49 INCH

3 applications in 
1 single product
Delivered with cutter

3. End profile 
1850 X 33,4 X 12,5 MM
72.83 X 1.31 X 0.49 INCH

2. Expansion profile 
1850 X 33,4 X 10,5 MM
72.83 X 1.31 X 0.41 INCH

3-in-1 profile
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4. End profile 
2150 X 40 X 13 MM
84.65 X 1.57 X 0.51 INCH

1. Adaptor profile
2150 X 48 X 13 MM
84.65 X 1.89 X 0.51 INCH

5. Transition profile
2150 X 40 X 13 MM
84.65 X 1.57 X 0.51 INCH

2. Expansion profile
2150 X 40 X 13 MM
84.65 X 1.57 X 0.51 INCH

3. Stair profile**
2150 X 48 X 13 MM
84.65 X 1.89 X 0.51 INCH

✓ improved quality
✓ wear resistanT
✓ with special coating  

Against moisture
✓ perfectly matching  

WITH YOUR FLOOR

The WaterShield kit ensures a watertight and transparent sealing of 
connection joints between the scotia board and walls, along walls, 
radiator pipes and profiles. 

To guarantee a waterproof surface 
finish of a Grande and Traditions floor 
in a bathroom, always use the Balterio 
WaterShield kit.

ALWAYS USE THE 
WATERSHIELD KIT  
IN A BATHROOM

5 applications in  
1 single product
Delivered with cutter

MATCHING ACCESSORIES FOR WATERPROOF SURFACE 9 MM COLLECTIONS

NEW! The improved scotia and profiles for waterproof surface 9 mm collections (Grande & Traditions)  
are durable, strongly wear resistant and better protected against moisture thanks to a special coating. And they match  
your floor perfectly. 

Scotia
2400 X 17 X 17 MM
94.49 X 0.67 X 0.67 INCH 

Incizo Base** 
When installing a stair profile with  
a Grande or Traditions floor you also  
need an Incizo Base metal profile. 

5-in-1 profile
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With Balterio click systems it is 
extremely easy to install laminate.  
Each click system guarantees a  
strong and seamless transition  
from one plank to the next. 

Enjoy your floor for years to come
Dry-clean a Balterio floor with a soft brush or vacuum cleaner for daily use. For intensive use: add some Balterio UltraClean 
to a bucket of water, clean the floor with a slightly damp floor cloth and dry off with a clean one. On Grande and Traditions 
floors you can use a wet floor cloth, but remember, you still have to dry the floor within 24 hours to keep its lovely appearance 
for years. 

Lifetime warranty on the click
Proper installation combined with the right maintenance guarantees many years of carefree enjoyment. Balterio offers a 
lifetime warranty (limited to 33 years) on the integrity of the click connection, on condition that they have been installed with 
Balterio underlays and by a Balterio Master Installer.

ClickXpress®

The rotation system makes it easy to 
roll the planks together to create a 
sturdy, seamless floor. When moving 
house or renovating, you can take 
the laminate out and roll them back 
together easily.

FitXpress® 

All you have to do is press the flooring 
planks into place end to end. Just rely 
on the fold-down installation system: 
the clip inside the plank ensures 
that the short sides lock together 
immediately.

Uniclic® 

Uniclic combines fast and simple 
installation with a strong locking and 
seamless joints for a lasting result.  
With Uniclic the planks can also be 
snapped together in a horizontal 
way, ideal for installation under door 
frames, radiators, etc. 

Use the Balterio installation kit.

FITXPRESSFitXpress® ClickXpress®
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no ordinary floors

the 12 mm collection

FORTISSIMO Standard planks - - Micro 
4V-groove FitXpress® 

-

the 9 mm collection

GRANDE Long planks  
(narrow or wide)

Natural 
variety

Real wood  
sensation

 

Parquet 
4V-bevel FitXpress® 

TRADITIONS Standard planks Natural  
variety  

Natural 
4V-groove FITXPRESS

the 8 mm collection

IMPRESSIO Wide planks
Panaromic 

design - 2-sided  
V-groove ClickXpress® -

XPRESSIONS Standard planks - - - Flat  
no V-groove ClickXpress® -

MAGNITUDE Standard planks Chromezone 
technology - Micro  

4V-groove FitXpress® 
-

QUATTRO VINTAGE Standard planks 3D wood 
effect - Micro  

4V-groove FitXpress® 
-

XPERIENCE 4PLUS Standard planks 3D wood 
effect - Micro  

4V-groove FitXpress® 
-

QUATTRO EIGHT Standard planks - - 4-sided  
V-groove ClickXpress® -

STRETTO Narrow planks - -  Micro  
4V-groove FitXpress® 

-

the 7 mm collection

DOLCE VITA Standard planks - - Micro 
4V-groove -

Find the floor 
that fits your  
personality

* more info on balterio.com
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no ordinary floors
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Find a dealer close to you  Visit balterio.com 

Your Balterio dealer


